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Key words1
Fill the gaps in the sentences using these key words from the text.

Find the answers to these questions as quickly as possible.

1. What, according to a recent study, is the best month to be born in if you want to be a good athlete?

2. What are the second and third best months?

3. What are the worst two months to be born in?

4. What is the “sunshine vitamin”?

5. Where was the study published?

6. How much faster (expressed as a percentage) can a boy born in November run than a child of the same age 
born in April?

1. Your ______________________ is someone who is of the same age as you.

2. ______________________ is the ability to make a lot of effort over a long period of time without getting tired. 

3. ______________________ refers to things connected with the heart and the blood vessels.

4. If you ______________________, you move more quickly.

5. ______________________ is great skill or ability.

6. An ______________________ is someone who is not as successful as they could be at work, at school,  
in sports etc.

7. ______________________ is full growth or completed development.

8. If something is described as ______________________, it is likely to be true.

9. ______________________ is the ability to move quickly and easily.

10. If you ______________________ in something, you do it extremely well.

Find the information2

 peer stamina accelerate prowess underachiever
plausible excel agility maturity cardiovascular
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Autumn-born children  
better at sport, says study
If you want your child to make the school team,  
try to ensure they are born in November or 
October, say researchers 
Denis Campbell, health correspondent 
22 June, 2014 

1 Do you want your child to be good at sport, 
make the school team and, maybe one day, 
even compete on the world stage? Well, try to 
ensure that your would-be Olympian or World 
Cup winner is born in November or, failing that, in 
October. A study led by one of the UK’s leading 
experts on children’s physical activity has found 
that school pupils born in those months are fitter 
than everyone else in their class.

2 November- and October-born children emerged 
as fitter, stronger and more powerful than their 
peers born in the other ten months of the year, 
especially those whose birthdays fell in April or 
June. Dr Gavin Sandercock, from the Centre for 
Sports and Exercise Science at Essex University, 
and colleagues found that autumn-born children 
enjoyed “a clear physical advantage” over  
their classmates. 

3 The research involved 8,550 boys and girls aged 
between ten and 16 from 26 state schools in 
Essex. All were tested between 2007 and 2010 
on three different measures of fitness: stamina, 
handgrip strength and lower-body power. The 
results revealed that a child’s month of birth 
could make “significant” differences to their levels 
of cardiovascular fitness, muscle strength and 
ability to accelerate, all of which predict how good 
someone is at sport, in which such attributes are 
vital. Performances at school sports days in the 
weeks ahead may bear out the findings.

4 November-born children were the fittest overall 
as they had the most stamina and power and 
were the second strongest. Those born in 
October were almost as fit, scoring highest 
for strength and coming third for power, with 
December children close behind.

5 The gap in physical prowess between children 
in the same class but born in different months 
was sometimes very wide. “For example, we 
found that a boy born in November can run at 
least 10% faster, jump 12% higher and is 15% 
more powerful than a child of the same age 
born in April. This is, potentially, a huge physical 
advantage,” said Sandercock. Such gaps could 
ultimately decide who became a top-level athlete 
because, as the paper says, “selection into elite 

sports may often depend on very small  
margins or differences in an individual’s  
physical performance”.

6 The study, which has been published in the 
International Journal of Sports Medicine, found 
that, when scores for the three kinds of fitness 
were combined, those born in April were the least 
fit, then those in June. That could see 
those children excluded from school teams  
and becoming sporting underachievers, 
Sandercock said.

7 The findings seem to show that children born 
in the early months of the school year enjoy a 
double “autumn advantage” – they are already 
known to have an academic advantage and, now, 
they also appear to be better equipped for sport, 
too. The results show that something other than 
“the relative-age effect” – the greater maturity of 
those born early in the school year – is at work, 
especially as the fittest children were not the 
tallest or heaviest, he added.

8 The authors believe that autumn-born children’s 
greater exposure over the summer months, 
towards the end of pregnancy, to vitamin D 
– the “sunshine vitamin” linked to a range of 
health benefits – is the most likely explanation. 
“Seasonal differences in intrauterine vitamin 
D concentrations seem most plausible,” they 
say. John Steele, chief executive of the Youth 
Sport Trust, said the quality of a young person’s 
introduction to PE and sport at school can be 
“a major factor” in their sporting development. 
“Children that get a high-quality first experience, 
which develops their physical literacy, are 
those that will have greater agility, balance and 
coordination, and are more likely to develop an 
enjoyment of physical activity and excel in sport 
as they grow up”, he said. 

9 UK Sport could not say if a disproportionately 
high number of the 1,300 athletes across 
47 sports it funds were born in November 
and October. Natalie Dunman, its head of 
performance pathways, said that, while the 
differences highlighted in the new findings 
were borne out by teenagers competing in 
junior-level competitions, they had disappeared 
by the time sportspeople were taking part in 
adult competitions. She said: “Looking at elite, 
senior athletes, there are many factors that go 
into making a champion and our work hasn’t 
uncovered anything to suggest that month of birth 
is one of the key ingredients.”

© Guardian News and Media 2014
First published in The Observer, 22/06/14
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Find the word4

1. What is the double “autumn advantage” referred to in the text?

 a. Children born in the autumn can run faster and jump higher than other children.
 b. Children born in the autumn are bigger and stronger than other children.
 c. Children born in the autumn are better at sports and better academically than other children.

2. When do children born in autumn benefit from exposure to vitamin D?

 a. in the first two months of their life
 b. while they are still in their mother’s womb
 c. between April and June

3. What other major factor is cited as being important in sporting development?

 a. being tall and heavy
 b. the quality of a young person’s introduction to PE and sport at school
 c. competing in junior-level competitions

4. What happens by the time sportspeople take part in adult competitions?

 a. Differences caused by the month of birth have disappeared.
 b. Differences caused by the month of birth become more apparent.
 c. Differences caused by the month of birth are the most important factor. 

Choose the correct answer according to the text.

Find the following words and phrases in the text.

1. a two-word adjectival phrase meaning hoping or trying to do something (para 1)

2. a two-word phrase meaning if one thing is not suitable or possible, then there is something else you can try (para 1)

3. a noun in the plural form meaning qualities or features of someone or something (para 3)

4. a two-word phrasal verb meaning show that something is true (para 3)

5. an adverb meaning after a process or activity has ended (para 5)

6. a verb meaning deliberately prevent someone from being involved in an activity (para 6)

7. an adjective meaning inside the womb (para 8)

8. an adverb meaning bigger or smaller than it should be in comparison to something else (para 9)

Comprehension check3
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Do you think the month in which you were born makes a difference to your academic or sporting ability? 
Why? Why not?

Complete the sentences using the correct form of the word in brackets at the end of each sentence.

1. Being able to run 10% faster is, ____________________, a huge physical advantage. [POTENTIAL]

2. Children born in the autumn seem to be better ____________________ for sport. [EQUIP]

3. Their ____________________ to vitamin D could be a factor. [EXPOSE]

4. Their first experience of PE and sports at school can help to develop their physical ____________________. 
[LITERATE]

5. Such children are more likely to develop an ____________________ of physical activity. [ENJOY]

6. The ____________________ children are not the tallest or heaviest. [FIT]

Word-building6

Discussion7

Match the verbs in the left-hand column with the nouns and noun phrases in the right-hand column.

1. enjoy   a. differences

2. excel in  b. the team

3. highlight  c. part

4. take    d. an advantage

5. make   e. findings

6. bear out  f. sport

Verb + noun collocations5
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KEY

1 Key words  

1. peer
2. stamina
3. cardiovascular
4. accelerate
5. prowess
6. underachiever
7. maturity
8. plausible
9. agility
10. excel

2 Find the information

1. November
2. October and December
3. April and June
4. vitamin D
5. in the International Journal of Sports Medicine
6. at least 10%

3 Comprehension check

1. c
2. b
3. b
4. a

4 Find the word

1. would-be
2. failing that
3. attributes
4. bear out
5. ultimately
6. exclude
7. intrauterine
8. disproportionately

5 Verb + noun collocations

1. d
2. f
3. a
4. c
5. b
6. e

6 Word-building

1. potentially
2. equipped
3. exposure
4. literacy
5. enjoyment
6. fittest


